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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter January 20, 2021 

Inauguration Day! 

Today we see a changing of the guard as Joe Biden gets sworn in as the 46th 

President of the United States. 

 

What may come is yet to be seen, but you may not have to wait too long to see 

it.  Reports are out there Biden is already planning on issuing 17 executive 

actions in his first 10 days. 

Whether you are for these things or not, whether you are for the election 

results or not, the primary thing we can do is know what the rules are and 

operate within them and focus on what we can control. 

And one thing we can control is our ability to trade options. 

Focus on the rules based approach you all have been taught and continue to 

learn and perfect this craft. 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
 
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust 
 

 
 
The day we made it official on our new President and Vice-President was a 
positive one for the markets. 
 
All-time highs yet again. 
 
The short box range of 5-points on the SPY was broken to upside.  The 
anticipated move from there was the distance of the previous range higher – 
and it did that in just this one day. 
 
One can extend out the ascending support and resistance trend channel and 
see visually a potential upside target from here if one wants. 
 
The thing I need to see to give me this breakout is legit is for SPY to hold 
above the resistance of the previous box range.  I see that as 381.  As long as it 
holds above that price it has a stronger chance of trading higher. 
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF 
 

 
 
A day in which equities and bonds (referenced by my charts on SPY and TLT), 
both traded higher on the day. 
 
TLT tends to trade inverse to SPY, as bonds tend to trade inverse to equities. 
 
Though TLT had an up day three of the last 4 trading days, TLT formed (is 
forming) a triangle pattern. 
 
This could lead to it resolving itself to trading through support of the triangle 
and seeing a point drop the width of the triangle (roughly 3-points). 
 
If it does trade higher it may fill the downside gap from 156, but things don’t 
look that strong for TLT to make me expect that. 
 
If by chance it does, that will be some firmly established support it has to 
contend with at that time. 
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund 
 

 
 
UUP is struggling with the price level of 24.40. 
 
It tried to breakout above that three trading days ago but has yet to have any 
further bullish follow-through since. 
 
A bullish sign, or an indication prices may soon breakout above the overhead 
resistance shown is the recent lows are getting higher. 
 
This pinching of price is looking like an ascending triangle pattern, which may 
lead to a breakout of more conviction. 
 
And by more conviction I mean it breaks above 24.40, closes above it. 
MAINTAINS that price level and goes higher. 
 
Take the low of the triangle to the horizontal resistance of it and tack that 
distance amount on to the resistance and that is a potential price target higher 
one can anticipate for UUP. 
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP 
 

 
 
Take a look at a situation that happens at times on securities. 
 
They make what I call are mirrored moves. 
 
There is a trading range with an established pivot low at 25 and a resistance 
to that at 29.  This is a move USO made, which is a 4-point move. 
 
That is followed up with another 4-point range and move higher from then old 
resistance becoming new support at 29 to a resistance of 33. 
 
Should the range and price move follow that same price pattern and price 
amount move (if it mirrors the two previous same pattern/price move which 
is 4-points) it could bring USO up to a price of 37. 
 
Not that there is much of a profit to make on a move from its closing price 
today to 37, but since I feel what is good for the oil market is good for the 
stock market this gives me a sense USO and the equities market overall may 
have a bit more upside in them. 
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares 
 

 
You all know, if you have been reading these newsletters the last 2-3 months, I 
see GLD higher from an investor point of view.  As a trader I have to look for 
pattern setups, support and resistance levels and possible breakouts or 
breakdowns from an options trader point of view. 
 
I may see a reason to take a bearish options position based on short-term 
technical indicators and patterns that indicate the likelihood of a short-term 
move lower (and vice versa).  If I were short-term bearish for technical 
reasons that does not speak to my long-term investor opinion.  I am not 
bearish on GLD as an option trader.  Nor am I really that bullish right now 
either. 
 
If GLD were to trade higher, a fill of the downside gap may happen but that 
may end up being a resistance price area that keeps GLD from advancing any 
further.  Right now, as an options trader I am not really that bullish or bearish.  
If I HAD to lean one way over another it would be a slight lean bullish, but I’d 
manage any expectations viewing the double bottom support as a technical 
stop on any bullish option trades.  (Not a recommendation). 
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From the Desk of a CMT, Sideways Angst (CTSH update) and IV Rankers 
 
 
So, about that potential for CTSH to move sideways… 
 
I’m afraid that’s just what we’re experiencing with this case study. 
 
The CTSH case study introduced in mid-December was generated from the 
Money Calendar with a timed exit of Tuesday, Jan 26th. 
 
One more week for that timed exit, so the case study will be closed soon. As a 
reminder, the exit criteria include: 
 
• Max Loss at $500, or 6.10 per contract for 2 contracts 
• Exit the next day if price closes below the 50-day Simple Moving 
Average (SMA) 
• Timed exit near the close on Tue, Jan 26 
 
Price is nearing the 50-day SMA so the case study merits monitoring. MACD is 
bearish; however, RSI may find support at the 50 level, so the jury is still out. 
 
Price is moving between in a narrow range between resistance at the 20-day 
SMA and support at the 50-day SMA. 
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Figure 1: Case Study & Risk Graph Data for CTSH Mar 19 75 Call (1/19/2021) 
 
Those seeking a different case study may want to explore a strangle for CTSH. 
 
If this is something of interest, consider noting the following: 
 
• Current IV environment 
• IV behavior around earnings in 15 days (this wasn’t a factor for our case 
study) 
• Technical indicators such as Bollinger Width, a momentum indicator, 
and OBV 
 
 
Back to the IV Expensive / Cheap Ranker 
 
I wanted to return to the IV Expensive / Cheap Ranker to look at Cheap, 
widely traded names again. 
 
You navigate to this screen as follows: Options > Rankers > IV 
Expensive/Cheap 
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Figure 2: Navigating to Option Rankers 

 
I’m going to hold off on a case study because I want to think about the 
approach to take. It feels like a really fast way to come up with some ideas and 
I think the market backdrop matters. Right now, here are some things I think 
are curious about this low volatility (vol) environment: 
 
• Still in a pandemic and needing to understand the extent of the damage 
done in some sectors of the economy 
• Vaccines are being rolled out and it seems the prospects for this spring 
are better than last 
• Both October and March can exhibit bearish seasonality (bearish moves 
tend to spike vol faster) 
• Earnings season is upon us 
• Stock buybacks may be increasing again 
• Support for the Fed put seems to be intact 
• The market feels incredibly boring 
 
That last statement is really atypical for me, but it just feels like there’s 
complacency. A decline could catch people off guard and take time for the 
“buy the dip” crowd to enter the market, while renewed bullishness could be 
amplified by short-covering.  It’s simply odd that restlessness outside the 
market does not seem to be reflected in the market. 
 
The rest of the article flows through some of the things I look at or 
adjustments made along the way as I get accustomed to something new 
(again). 
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Figure 3: Cheap: 3 Month Volatilities on January 19, 2021 
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I highlighted three names, Conagra (CAG), Manulife (MFC), and JP Morgan 
(JPM). 
 
CAG and JPM recently reported earnings while MFC reports in 22 days. Since I 
ran the ranker on a 3-month setting, I looked at > 90-day Implied Volatility 
(IV) 1-year percentiles for the IV setting. 
 
Before focusing on the highlighted stocks, note what sectors are reflected in 
the list. 
 
It’s not a surprise to see multiple names in a particular sector and if the set-up 
for one name isn’t quite right, consider looking at another on the list in the 
same sector. 
 
All IVs are low, and it forces you to think about how these charts will change 
as last years’ volatility spike across all names moves off our 1-year percentile 
calculation. 
 
It seems to explain why quite a few interesting socks appear in the Cheap 
ranker these days. 
 
As you come to realize quite a few stocks will have IV’s exhibiting persistent 
downward drift from Feb/Mar 2020 highs (a characteristic of vol) it makes 
me curious about Expensive names … any stocks with IV towards the top of its 
range over the last year may really be movers (for another article). 
 
It seems as though volatility is flatlining right now, but it may just require an 
axis adjustment to get rid of last year’s spike. 
 
If you shorten the timeframe to 100 days, you’ll get a better feel for recent IV 
trends and position relative to moving averages. 
 
Since we are approaching the 1-year mark for last year’s exceptional declines 
and volatility spikes, we’ll get a better picture of what constituents cheap IV in 
about two months. 
 
Figure 4 displays these adjustments for MFC. 
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Figure 4: MFC > 90-day IV on 1/19/2021 
 
Take a look at price charts next, CAG has a more bearish set-up while JPM is 
bullish. 
 
Declining IV suggest congestion or an intact bullish move for MFC, so a review 
of the price chart is the next step.  
 
Figure 5 takes up the full-page with a daily price chart, 20-day, and 50-day 
SMAs, OBV, MACD (a non-range bound momentum indicators), and RSI (a 
range-bound momentum indicator). 
 
I smooshed the indicators a bit to fit everything, so please do take the time to 
get better clarity from by reviewing the on the website. 
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Figure 5: MFC Daily Chart on 1/19/2021 
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As a quick assessment: 
 
• MFC price is bullish over the short-term and intermediate-term as 
indicated by an upward trending 20-day SMA and 50-day SMA, respectively  
• OBV is confirming price action,  
• RSI is above the 60 level and also confirming bullish action 
• MACD is displaying some divergence; however, momentum indicators 
can diverge for an extended period of time.  
 
The weight of the evidence favors a bullish strategy.  A call calendar that is 
legged into may be something to consider, if it suits your style. Earnings is in 
22 days, so if short-term volatility rises near earnings it may be an 
opportunity to sell a nearer term call against a longer-term call option that is 
purchased while IV is cheap. 
 
No doubt there are other strategies out there and always consider your style 
and risk when assessing them. As a last check before contemplating a strategy, 
check the liquidity of MFC options to be sure there are full option chains with 
narrow quotes, so slippage and low liquidity don’t put an extra drag on 
profitability. 
 
It’s hard to imagine what 2021 will bring with such an odd base as a starting 
point. I’ve found goal-setting has helped me a ton, including goals for my 
market life. May you reach all of goals this year. 
 
 
Regards, Clare White, CMT 
 
Thanks, Clare! 
 
Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
 
Disclaimers 
 
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock 
and options market.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
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This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike an 
actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. 
 
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or 
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed 
with hindsight. 
 
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or 
losses similar to those shown. 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the 
completeness or accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any 
particular purpose. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the 
service itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free.  Under no 
circumstances will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, 
incidental, or any other type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any 
content on our site. 
 
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our 
negligence or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom 
Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and 
investment decisions.  You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will 
not be liable for any investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon 
reliance on news, information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we 
believe to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to 
the accuracy, completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for 
educational and informational purposes only.  Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, 
LLC are a broker/dealer. 
 
Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements.  
All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors.  
All prices in USD unless noted otherwise. 
 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html. 


